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As Another Year Flies by, We Look With Hope To the Future

It is my pleasure as New North Chair to welcome everyone to a brand new year.  I
hope you all had a chance to spend quality time with family and friends, get

plenty of rest, and to see that new Star Wars film.  I’m told it’s pretty good!
The agenda coming up for us in the municipal business will be a tight one this
year.  There’s plenty to look forward to, but there might also be some tough
decisions that need to be made.  In my community of Stony Rapids, we are looking
at some very big development occurring, or about to get the go-ahead, and I can tell

you that I don’t know if we are ready for it.  These are the challenges of growth that the government
keeps telling us about, and for once I can see what they mean:  you welcome the growth, the
opportunities for the young people, for the families, to get out from under the weight of alcohol
abuse and other social problems.  But it’s not all roses, either; development needs to be balanced
against what the community can handle, socially as well as economically.
I worry about housing, for instance.  Will the housing we have be able to cope with an influx of
workers?  Will locals get the raw end of the deal, as we’ve seen before?  Will the cost of housing just
get too out of reach? I don’t know the answers to those questions.  I’m looking, but I can’t always
get the answers I want.
When I look down south I see some real struggles in the oil patch.  People doing it tough after a few
years of rapid growth.  If you wanted a house there you couldn’t afford it.  Now, the wheel has
turned.  Housing is probably cheaper, but there are no jobs.  How do you get the balance?  Quality
of life and housing affordability, a job and a safe and secure environment.  It’s what we all want.
These are the challenges I see for us this year.   I don’t know if things will improve; maybe it’s out of
our hands.  But everyday I get up and push on, just get on with the job.  What else can we do?

By New North Chair, Al Sayn

Sadness at Passing of Northern Leader
It is with deep sorrow that this month we
acknowledge the passing of Ernest Sylvestre,
Mayor of Michel Village.  Ernest passed just
before Christmas.
In a statement, New North Chair Al Sayn said:
“Ernest was a wonderful stalwart for his
community and a cherished member of the New
North fraternity.  He will be missed greatly, and
our thoughts are with his family and the
community of Michel Village at this difficult
time.”
Vale Ernest.
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NewNorth News & Updates
Community Police Board Funding Going Out the Door
Money for Community Police Boards has begun flowing again, with New North acting as the
distribution mechanism for funding for slightly less than a dozen CPBs across the north.
Each CPB–most of whom were re-established in 2013–receives $4,500 annually for
honoraria.
With the demise of a couple of CPBs since the original agreements were signed, we are
likely to have an excess of funds which can, if the government so agrees, distribute to other
community justice initiatives.  If your community has something like this going, and you’d
like some funding assistance, we’d like to hear from you.

Northern Justice Symposium Shaping Up
Speaking of community justice initiatives, New North’s Northern Justice Symposium is
deep into the planning, with the popular Dr. Ken Coates confirmed as a keynote speaker,
as well as La Ronge prosecutor Harold Johnson, India Ernie (Ernie Loutit), and Angie Bear,
who will speak on domestic violence.  The event is May 17-19, at the Ches Leach Lounge in
Prince Albert.  Registrations will be out early in the new year.

New North’s Former Chair Addresses Parliament
The New North Chair until her election to Federal Parliament in October, Georgina Jolibois
had an exciting December, performing for the first time in the House with a speech and a
couple of questions.  Her questions were directed at hoping the new Liberal government
delivers on the Missing and Murdered Aboriginal Women Inquiry, and her speech, while
touching on the same subject, also called on the government to take action on climate
change and northern housing.  She also spoke on the importance of focusing economic
development on breaking the cycle of welfare dependency in the north and elsewhere.

Landfill Advisory Meeting–Update
The provincial Landfill Advisory Team met for the first time mid-December, and we now
have a better idea of its scope and purpose.  Firstly, the team is made up of municipal
officials–elected of appointed–from rural and regional municipalities–so not Prince Albert or
Regina.  Secondly, its focus is not to be an advisory committee to government; no, its
primary purpose is to provide guidance and advice to municipalities struggling with
compliance issues, or who are looking to getting into a regional system, and want some
direction.
If you would like further information about how the Advisory Team might be able to help
your community with solid waste management, fire an email to matt.newnorth@sasktel.net.

Duane Favel Appointed New North Deputy … Chair
The New North Executive appointed as Deputy Chair a man with no name, no reason to be
here, no past and no way he’s going to let you ...  Oh, we mentioned who it was.

New North Mayor & Councillor Gathering:  February 18th
The last Mayor and Councillor Gathering before the provincial election should be a good
one.  We are hoping that most of the ministers we have invited will take this opportunity to
hear the views of the northern elected.  We have also invited the provincial Ombudsman,
Mary McFadden, to speak about her office’s new role in relation to municipal entities.

mailto:matt.neworth@sasktel.net.
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Municipal Code of Ethics, “Whistleblower” Consultations to Continue
Proving that too much legislative reform is never enough, the government will be seeking feedback
on the Code of Ethics and Oath of Office for elected municipal officials in the early part of the new
year.  New North can share the proposed Oath of Office and Code of Ethics with you if you like; if
your council would like to see the documents send an email to matt.neworth@sasktel.net.  There’s a
good chance we’ll just send it to everyone anyway.  This consultation is planned to end in mid-
February.
Note that the new amendments to The Northern Municipalities Act that are in force right now are (1)
public disclosure requirements for councillors; (2) code of conduct for municipal employees; (3) the
general conflict of interest provisions (4) the bylaw establishing council procedure (you had 60 days
for this one).
The amendments related to Code of Ethics and Oath of Office come into force with the Regulations,
which have not been developed yet.  It is essentially the Regulations that government is continuing
to consult with stakeholders on at the moment.
One other very welcome legislative reform happening, and which we didn’t know about until just
now, has to do with what is generally called “Whistleblower” legislation–which Saskatchewan
doesn’t really have (just a slightly obtuse thing called The Public Interest Disclosure Act).
“Whistleblower” legislation is a necessary accompaniment to any reforms clarifying the codes of
conduct of public officials, providing “safehavens” for people to speak out against malfeasance in
public office if they see anything going on.  Consultation in this area will begin in the new year, and
a “side by side” (ie, the old and new legislation next to each other on a page) is scheduled for mid-
year.

Govt. Says 700 Responses to Wildfire Survey So Far
Confirming that the ministry has done good work, the Deputy Minister of Government Relations Al
Hilton is reported to have indicated that the Wildfire Emergency Response Survey, launched a few
months ago (the day of the federal election, as you might recall), has done good business, with
about 700 responses so far.  Although there are 40,000 people in the north, only about a third of
those were directly impacted by evacuations (which is really what the survey was aimed at).  If we
assume that only one person per household filled out the survey, and assuming we have about
12,000 households in the north–with about one third of those being directly affected–then we have a
response rate approaching 25%.  That’s not bad.
The survey, in combination with meetings with municipalities and First Nations around the north,
is part of the “third prong” of the government’s overall review process covering the events of last
June and July.

Rural & Remote Health Minister Visits With
New North Executive
The Hon. Greg Ottenbreit, Minister for Responsible for
Alliteration, as he jokingly refers to his portfolio, was a special
guest at December’s New North Executive Meeting, held in
Prince Albert.
The minister was there to address some of the issues that
have been raised by leaders and residents on the east side
about the equitable access to long term care.  As we all know,
the government has committed funds to planning the building
of a long term facility in the La Ronge area–where there is a
considerable waiting list–but residents on the east side (and
elsewhere) are concerned that their issues are not equally
being addressed.  The people of Creighton, Denare Beach,
Sandy Bay, and other communities in the region, have to re-
locate to Flin Flon, on the Manitoba side of the border, to find
long-term care places.

Minister Ottenbreit, pictured here at
the New North Health Conference.

mailto:matt.neworth@sasktel.net.
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The provincial auditor’s reports are always a
welcome diversion around Christmas for

their potential to dig up a scandal or two at a
time when things generally slow down a lot.
Alas, government ministries and agencies
seemed to have behaved themselves pretty well
this year; there will be fewer public servants and
senior officials staring distractedly into empty
space during Christmas lunch for sure.
Even so, the December report has provided us
with an opportunity to reflect on provincial
landfill and solid waste policies, particularly in
relation to the government’s regulatory role—
which is essentially its only role here.
Back in 2012-13, the provincial auditor took a
peak at the Ministry of Environment’s regulation
of waterworks and landfills.  In separate reports,
the provincial auditor said that there were
dump-truck sized gaps in the ministry’s
performance of its regulatory function, noting in
relation to water that the ministry didn’t have a
policy about what to do about non-compliance,
wasn’t inspecting waterworks often enough,
didn’t have an enforcement policy, and wasn’t
aligned with national drinking water guidelines.
In 2015, the provincial auditor reported that the
Water Security Agency—the part of the Ministry
of Environment that is tasked with water
regulation—had pretty much “implemented all
six recommendations.”  Looking at the frequency
of waterworks inspections, the auditor said:
“We found the Agency has been performing
inspections in accordance with its policy; all
waterworks were inspected at least once and all
waterworks serving major cities were inspected
at least twice within the past year.”
Equally, the WSA’s compliance enforcement
policy got full marks, too, with the auditor
remarking that “the Agency has developed and
implemented an enforcement protocol designed
to ensure consistent action is taken when
waterworks owners do not comply with their
operating permit conditions.”
However, the ministry’s actions on landfills,
according to its 2015 follow-up, were not so
spectacular.  In 2013, the provincial auditor
made 9 recommendations to the ministry to
bring its regulatory action in line with its
mandated responsibilities.  By 2015, the

ministry had managed to achieve just 2.  Some
of those they let slip were:
1.Finalizing landfill guidance documents
2.Obtaining evidence that landfills are constructed
in compliance with approved design plans and
confirmed landfill closures are done in accordance
with approved closure plans
3. Inspecting landfills consistent with its established
frequency requirements
4. Amending operating permits for all high-risk
landfills and assessed risks of closed landfills to
ensure they undertake groundwater monitoring
where required
5. Consistently following guidance for addressing
landfill owners’ non-compliance with the law and
permit requirements.
A Tale of Contrasting Regulatory Regimes
In 2013, the Kindersley landfill caught fire—and
by caught fire, we mean really caught fire.  A
local state of emergency was declared, and it
looked as if the trailer court across the road
(that’s right, across the road) could even have
been in danger.  The cost to the community to
extinguish the fire was $100,000.  The town has
since been on a quest to rebuild its landfill, and
will move to a regional model.  In the meantime,
it has banned industrial and commercial waste
from its derelict site, which is proving costly for
local businesses needing to find alternative
dumps many kilometres away. The town is
obviously responsible for maintaining the site—
and it didn’t do a good job; the mayor was
refreshingly honest about why:  “It’s just a
dump!”—but what had the ministry been doing?
It turns out that the ministry had provided a
non-compliance notice to the town only weeks
before, noting the build-up of big wood piles and
a lack of soil coverage.  Prior to 2013, the
landfill—going on the ministry’s inspection
reports—was pretty good, except in one fairly
revealing way:  from 2006 to 2010, the landfill
was non-compliantly within 500 metres of the
trailer court; from 2011 it was outside that 500
perimeter, despite Google Maps (2015) showing
garbage piles within 200 metres of the homes on
the other side of the highway.  Is that detail
important?  Ask the residents of the trailer court
(and, as a point of fact, the Catholic Church is
less than 200m from the landfill’s fence, and the
school less than 400m).

As part of our  occasional series, we take a look at
provincial government’s solid waste management policy and regulation agenda

Do landfills have to be such, you know, dumps?
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At least the Kindersley landfill had been
inspected; in fact, it is probably one of the most
inspected in the province, with inspections
virtually every year since 2006.  By contrast,
owing to a lack of resources, the province’s
overall attitude to inspection, particularly in the
north, has historically been one of joyful
abandon: you’re lucky if you saw an inspector
once every couple of years (see over).
Of course, this is terrific if that is what we are
going for, and there are many municipalities
and private operators who would like to see
fewer, not more, inspections. However, this is
hardly in the public interest.
Change of Heart
For a few years leading up to 2014, the rhetoric
from the government on landfill regulation has
been very strong, to the extent that northern
mayors and councillors have raised concerns to
New North about the potential for them to be
personally liable for their landfill not achieving
statutory compliance (to which our answer is:
look at what happened at Kindersley).  The
tough words worked to an extent, with some
communities moving ahead of any enforcement
by re-locating or shutting down non-compliant
sites.
However, very quietly, in 2014, the ministry
abandoned its plans to bring into force the
landfill chapter of the new Environment Code,
and municipalities will now, as the provincial
auditor noted, continue to fall under the old
Municipal Refuse Regulations.
The ministry said that the change of heart was
because of concerns expressed by stakeholders
(that is, SUMA, SARM, New North and probably
industry groups) to the potential costs of any
new regulatory standards.
But Did the Ministry Miss the Point (or
perhaps grasped it in its entirety)?
At the 2011 SUMA Convention, the ministry
pointed to a SUMA resolution from a number of
years previously calling on the enforcement of
landfill non-compliance as a rationale for
toughening landfill oversight.  If there wasn’t an
agenda behind the SUMA resolution, there
should have been:  the resolution is essentially
saying to the ministry that if they think
municipalities have the capacity to be
compliant, then they should enforce compliance.
What we seeing now is recognition by the
ministry that compliance is not really
achievable—at least not by the municipal sector.
From New North’s perspective, however, this is
not really the answer we have been looking for.
What we have been looking for is a plan to help

municipalities move to a compliant state.  The
government has repeatedly stepped away from
making a commitment of this kind.
Municipalities in the north (and no doubt
elsewhere) recognize the need to provide
sustainable solid waste solutions for the benefit
of public health and safety, as well as diversion
programs to reduce overall waste.  The
resources to do that are simply not there.
Going Ahead
The Ministry of Environment is working on a
Solid Waste Management Strategy.  What can
we expect?  Based on recent history, it will likely
be heavily compromised.  Why do we say that?
One reason relates to why non-compliance is
perhaps not being enforced:  with about 70% of
all solid waste coming from the commercial and
industrial sector, you can see where the real
cost of compliance is likely to–or should–land:
on the businesses producing that waste.
A Good Model?
The reason enforcement is so important is it
allows a municipality to take a big stick to the
big waste producers:  it helps create a political
environment for responsible waste management.
The stick needs to come with a carrot, though.
Let’s look at the State of Montana:  comparable
in size to Saskatchewan (if you take out the
north), with a similar population dispersal.
Montana took decisive action to address solid
waste management issues by (1) enforcing non-
compliance; (2) offering financing to
municipalities to move to integrated and
regional systems; (3) charging fees to landfill
operators based on the size of the landfill to
cover oversight and regulation activities (ie,
inspections) by the state.  Compliance rates in
that state are about 99%.  At the moment, we
have no sticks and no carrots.
Back in 2008, when New North convened the
Northern Municipal Water, Wastewater and
Landfill Committee, landfill operating costs were
not budgeted for in municipal or northern
revenue sharing.  They are now.  But it is trite to
say that this is not just a question of money.  Of
course, it is also question of priorities.
Regulation (and its enforcement) helps set
priorities for public spending and investment.
We’ve seen that in the water and sewer file–
assuredly a greater area of public health
concern.  However, it took a disaster for that to
sink in.  We’re not sure how many landfill fires
or bear attacks we need.  Perhaps a bear attack
at a landfill currently on fire?
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Disposal Site Operator Life Span1 Currently on
Fire?2

Last Inspection
Report

Compliance
Rating3

Cumberland House Village Don’t Know Maybe September, 2014 68%

Pinehouse Lake Village 15-20 years Yes, but it’s a funny
story September, 2014 54%

La Loche Village Don’t Know Almost Certainly June, 2015 36%

Turnor Lake Hamlet Don’t Know Only with Passion July, 2013 30%

Creighton Town 15 Years No July, 2013 88%

Denare Beach Village 15 Years No, but still trying October, 2014 83%

Buffalo Narrows Village 20-30 years No July, 2013 80%

Beauval Village Don’t Know–forever
hopefully No August 12, 2014 68%

La Ronge-Air
Ronge Regional 10-20 years,

depends No.  Wait.  Yes September, 2014 84%

Ile a la Crosse Village Don’t know; it looks
OK though

Checking with
lawyer August, 2014 64%

Sandy Bay Village Don’t Know
 How do you expect

the bears to cook
weiner dogs?

July, 2013 41%

This Office Also me Until I move out Feels that way
sometimes Just then 100%

1. Ministry of Environment (July 2007) estimates.  If you have an updated figure please tell us.
2. May not be on fire; purpose of amusement only.
3. Our figure.  Landfills have different compliance requirements depending on their permits.  The percentage is calculated by dividing
the areas of non-compliance into the areas of compliance as specified on the inspection reports.

A Rough Snapshot

● Number of Landfills in Saskatchewan: 800

● Number Ministry of Environment would like:  50

● Average cost per capita* of bringing northern landfills to compliance:  $40

● Yearly average cost per capita* to maintain northern landfills in
compliance:  $68

● Average cost to replace a landfill in northern Saskatchewan:  $1 million

● Average amount of money a community needs to put away each year to
replace its landfill:  $40,000

●Total yearly average cost per capita to maintain and replace landfill at
endlife:  $98*

●Average amount each year communities are putting away to replace
landfills:  We’ll get back to you

*Per capita costs derived by combining total costs for all communities and dividing by total northern municipal population (approx.
19,000).  On an individual community per capita basis, costs in most cases are astronomically higher.  Cost-sharing with First
Nations are not included in estimates.
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A repeated concern brought by the communities to New North’s table is the safety of northern
roads, particularly the number of accidents attributable to highway degradation, a result of an

inadequate operation and maintenance program.
The ministry’s response to the concerns of the northern municipalities has usually been to reassure
us that the ministry has a process in place to assess and prioritized road safety improvements,
which we now know is called the Safety Improvement Program (SIP).  The SIP provides the format
for how the ministry conducts risk assessment of road safety complaints and how to rank road
safety upgrades to achieve the greatest bang for the buck.  It’s not difficult to imagine how a
program like this should operate.
Luckily, thanks to the provincial auditor, our imaginations are not required, and that’s a good
thing, too; in fact, the SIP doesn’t quite operate like you’d think it would.
The provincial auditor found that the Ministry of Highways was very good at responding to
complaints made directly to the minister’s office (or more specifically, the DM’s office) about road
safety.  The auditor found that if you were to write a letter to the minister complaining about a
specific road safety hotspot, then you were certain to not only receive a written response, but
guaranteed also that the ministry would undertake a study to determine a solution to the
complaint.
However, the ministry’s Design and Innovation Division was not so diligent.  The provincial auditor
said that this department did not “keep a record of the complaints it received or record how and
when it responded to them.”  Intriguingly, it only keeps a record of those complaints where it
“deems a safety improvement project is necessary.”
This may sound like common sense—after all, if the complaint is not worthy of a project, then why
keep it on the books—but it also begs the question.  What harm would there be in keeping all
complaints on file, regardless of how highly they have been prioritized?
The provincial auditor provides us with an answer.  The provincial auditor says:  “… not having a
consistent process across the ministry for documenting and tracking road safety complaints
increases the risk that a road safety concern may not be appropriately considered and addressed as
needed.  Also, a lack of documentation of its handling of complaints reduces the Ministry’s ability to
show that complaints were handled appropriately.”  We certainly wouldn’t add that that is precisely
the point.
When it comes to prioritizing projects, which you would expect they would do following some kind of
cost-benefit analysis protocol, the ministry isn’t totally consistent there either.  For example, the
auditor notes that while the ministry could easily provide “priority scores” to different road safety
projects (ranging from 0 to 80), they couldn’t easily explain why some projects with low scores went
ahead while projects with high scores didn’t.  Perhaps more worryingly–if you are the worrying type–
the provincial auditor noted the following:

In April 2015, the SIP Committee [made up of representatives from the three regional planning
areas—northern, central and southern] approved a 2015-16 project plan comprised of 15
projects.  In our examination of this plan, we noted the following.  The plan included five
projects that were not in the SIP database.  Ministry staff noted it included two of these
projects at the direction of the Ministry’s senior management.  The plan also included 6
projects with priority scores of 28 to 49; these priority scores were lower than 53 potential SIP
projects with priority scores of 50 to 85.  The ministry was unable to provide us with its
supporting analysis or rationale for selecting some of these projects … The ministry indicated
that a number of the selected projects were tied to other significant construction projects in
the area.  However, neither the regions nor the Committee documented the basis for their
selection decisions. (214)

Of course, there is nothing to suggest that there were not good reasons why some projects with low
scores got the green light over higher ranked projects; the provincial auditor’s report simply states
that they could not find any explanation for it.  We find that completely reassuring.

Ministry Needs To Account for its Decisions Better
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1. Health Effects of Cannabis Use
In Canada the best research on the health effects of cannabis is probably from the Canadian Centre
on Substance Abuse.  Key findings include:
● Long-term cannabis use does not lead to significant or last cognitive effects in adults
● Most negative effects (ie, memory lapses) disappear in a few weeks of not using cannabis

However…
● Starting cannabis use in adolescence while the brain is still development may lead to lasting

mental health and cognitive issues
● Frequent users are at risk of psychosis

Perhaps most worryingly, the research suggests that cannabis is the most commonly used illicit
drug during pregnancy.  Cannabis use during pregnancy, like tobacco and alcohol use, has been
shown to have hugely detrimental effects on the cognitive development of the child.
The research suggest that, overall, the same measures we take to limit or prevent at-risk people’s
(youth, pregnant women) use of alcohol and tobacco will need to be applied to cannabis.  For
everyone else, casual and recreational, not to mention medicinal usage–going on this research–
seems to be OK; at least no worse than (and perhaps even preferable to) already legal drugs.
2.  RCMP resources and the Administration of Justice
One of the arguments in favour of legalization, or decriminalizing possession under certain
circumstances, is the resulting freeing up police and court resources to deal with weightier matters.
By taking out marijuana cases, the overall effect of legalization could be a wholesale speedup in the
administration of justice.  There is certainly substance to this argument, but the effect on the
justice system may not be all that significant.
Across Canada, according to Statscan’s Drug Related Crime Statistics report from 2013, offences for
marijuana possession comprise half of all police reported crime.  That’s a staggering amount of
police and court resources going to enforcing a law that could, at any second, simply disappear.
Most of the charges for possession are from incidents in which only one charge is laid.  In other
words, these are not situations where the offence of possession is accompanied by a firearms
offence, a violent crime or even a driving offence.  The level of marijuana offending is not indicative
of a hardcore crime wave with deep links into organized crime.  The vast number of possession
offences are so minor that the police often do not follow through with prosecution; the possession
offences stay in the statistics as “completed” regardless of the outcome.  The average length of time
spent by a possession case in the court system is about 90 days, which is the shortest length of
time of any offence.  When offences do go to completion, the outcome is almost always a guilty plea.
Guilty pleas are easily and cheaply dealt with because they don’t require a trial.
We can take away a number of completely opposing positions from a reading of the statistics,
though.  Firstly, because police don’t prosecute most possession offences anyway, legalizing
cannabis will have little effect on the criminal justice system. Secondly, because most offenders
tend to be youth—who will still be subject to prosecution for possession—we are likely to see little
impact in this category either.
Thirdly and perhaps most importantly, depending on your point of view about the harmful effects of
the drug, the overwhelming preponderance of marijuana possession offences could very well be an
indication of how extensive and widespread the problem of drug use really is, particularly amongst
young people.  That possession offences are overwhelmingly the most common offences dealt with
by the criminal justice system is not an argument for legalization any more than a high murder rate
is a reason to decriminalize murder.

With three out of the four major parties having included legalizing pot on their election platform last
October, and the Liberals now in office, it is only a question of when, not if, law reform happens.  We
take a look at some of the issues for northern municipal leaders and residents.

By Matt Heley*
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We have no statistics for the rate of usage of cannabis in northern Saskatchewan.  The national
statistical database puts national usage rates at about 11% (about the same as smoking; smoking
rates are very high in  the north compared to the rest of province, we do know that).  Alcohol usage
is at about 76% across Canada.  Interestingly, youth take up cannabis at the same age as drinking
(15-16 years of age).  In theory, because youth possession will still be illegal, we should see no
increase in the rate of usage among youth.  Of course, we know this is not what is going to happen.
The relative ease with which teens will be able to obtain cannabis will be similar to how easily they
now obtain alcohol.  But will this ease of access lead to increase usage?  It depends.  Governments
already campaign against drug usage amongst teens.  Arguably, with the potential for more funding
for public education coming through taxes on cannabis, we will see more money being devoted to
increasing efforts to curb drug use among youth generally (but see below).
4.  Taxes and Fees for Social Programs and Public Infrastructure
The U.S. state of Colorado collects about $70 million annually from taxes on the sale of cannabis.
The state passed a bill promising to use $40 million a year in cannabis taxes to build schools and
for public education programs around cannabis use.  So far, they have spent about $20 million
fulfilling these promises; the rest has gone into state coffers.
We can easily see why governments like the idea of legalizing, and being able to regulate, a new
drug.  In Saskatchewan, the government takes in about $90 million a year from their “Liquor
Consumption Tax and Education and Health Tax.”  The “social costs” of alcohol are figured in the
billions of dollars annually, and no level of taxation could ever properly account for such costs.  We
know that the legalizing of marijuana will bring with it the debate about how to use the revenue
from taxes.  This is the debate that we need to prepare for.  It will also be an opportunity for us to
revisit the social costs of a perfectly legal drug, alcohol, and to ask the bigger question of how
government distributes revenues to reflect the harm caused by that mostly legal drug in northern
Saskatchewan.
5.  Regulating the Sale of Cannabis
Two Canadian premiers have said they want to sell cannabis in government-owned liquor stores.
Here, Mr Wall has said no way.  Mr Wall is probably correct.  Having separate dispensaries will
probably make it easier for municipalities to prohibit the sale in their community if they chose to.
Interestingly, despite it being legalized in Colorado, many towns across that state still forbid the
drug to be sold in their communities; it is really only in the larger cities that cannabis can be found
(and no, we didn’t check when we visited).
More than likely, the same kinds of arguments we see around the location of medicinal marijuana
dispensaries, liquor stores, VLTs and other purveyors of potentially harmful substances like Tim
Hortons (I’m a Starbucks guy) will occur in relation to “pot shops.”  We will no doubt see
neighbourhoods and communities emerging specializing in all things related to the growing, use,
and enjoyment of cannabis.  When we visited B.C. last summer my family and I stumbled into what
we thought was probably the “Cannabis District”–although there they simply refer to it as
Vancouver.
On a final note–just to prove to how attitudes to drugs can change overtime–let’s look at coffee.
Coffee is often deemed to be one of the most abused drugs in the world.  In fact, Sweden banned
coffee until the 19th century because it was thought to be poisonous, although no one had proof.
The Swedish ruler King Gustav conducted what is considered to be the first ever clinical trial of the
effects of a drug on twins who had been condemned to death for murder.  Instead of executing
them, he condemned one to drink 3 cups of coffee for life, and the other to drink 3 cups of tea.
Gustav believed that the coffee drinker would quickly succumb to the effects of the “poison.”  The
twins both lived (no doubt somewhat fidgety) lives until their early 80s, outliving by a long stretch
both the doctor conducting the experiment and King Gustav himself, who was assassinated–
probably by an enraged coffee drinker.

Further Reading:
● Canadian Centre on Substance Abuse’s “Clearing the Smoke,” found at www.ccsa.ca
● Trends in Police Reported Drug Offences:  Statscan, 2013
● Health Canada:  Addictions Survey, 2007

*Opinions are those of the author
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New North Mayor & Councillor Gathering
February 18, Prince Albert Travelodge

New North Waterworks Workshops
April 27-29, Prince Albert Inn
Northern Justice Symposium

May 17-19, 2016, Ches Leach Lounge, Prince Albert

New North - SANC Services Inc. (Saskatchewan Association of Northern Communities) through strength in
unity is organized to advocate, negotiate and initiate, improvements for the interests and concerns to the
Local, Provincial and Federal Governments to enhance the quality of life for Northern people within the

Northern Administration District (NSAD) of Saskatchewan.

New North Executive
Councillor Al Sayn (Chair)
Mayor Duane Favel (Vice Chair)

Mayor Gordon Stomp (Treasurer)
Mayor Val Deschambeault

(East Side Rep)
Isidore Desjarlais

(Member at Large)

New North Staff
Al Loke – CEO

306 425 5505; cell 425 8800; email:
ceo.new.north@sasktel.net

Sunshyne Charles
Executive Assistant

306 425 5505; email:
new.north@sasktel.net

Matt Heley
Research & Communication

306 425 5505; email:
matt.newnorth@sasktel.net

www.newnorthsask.org

New North —SANC Services Inc
Phone: 306 425 5505

Fax: 306 425 5506
207 La Ronge Avenue

La Ronge, Sk
Newsletter Submission Policy
Please submit all articles, questions and complaints
to matt.newnorth@sasktel.net.

From the CEO, Al Loke
If you’ve read a newspaper or looked at a media site in
the last few weeks, you’ll notice that it is customary this
time of year to make some bold predictions about 2016.
Not to be left out, here are our predictions for the coming
year.
Revenue Sharing to be Reviewed
The last review was in 2011, and the government is
committed to five-yearly reviews.  At last year’s SUMA
Convention there was a lot of side-discussion about the
possibility of the province lowering the amount of PST
set aside for municipal revenue sharing.  Look for a
review to start late in the year and conclude in 2017,
with the southern municipal associations locking horns
once again over the distribution formula.  Given SUMA
and SARM’s support for a separate northern allocation,
we can’t see our current 7.56% changing, although the
amount of dollars in the pool as a whole might.
Provincial Budget to Deficit
It’s hard to see how the province can keep up the
pretence of running surpluses, and this year we think
that the province will book an operating deficit of $200-
300 million.
The Provincial Election Will be Close
We won’t predict an outcome, but we think the election
on April 4 will be closer than the polls are presently
suggesting (where the SaskParty leads handsomely).
Wildfire Review to Have no Far-Reaching
Recommendations for Firefighting
The current fiscal context prevents government from
making any wholesale changes to wildfire policy.
Expanding the 20km “kill radius” is a possibility.  Given
that expanding it won’t make much practical difference
(as the Ministry of Environment says the 20km limit is
just a guideline), we can’t see why they wouldn’t do that
if it achieves the outcome of at least looking like they are
doing something.
No Evacuations This Year
This is not so much a prediction as it is a prayer.


